THE MEDICAL SCHOOL.
LAYING THE FOUNDATION STONE.

The ceremony of laying the foundation-stone of the Elder Anatomical and Pathological School was performed by His Excellency the Governor on Monday afternoon, Lord Tennent, who was accompanied by Mr. Nevil, was received at the entrance by the Chancellor of the University (Sir Samuel Chisholm), the Vice-Chancellor, the Lady Tennent, and suite, who were received at the entrance and escorted to the building site.

The students were paraded on a grand scale and the ceremony was accompanied by a money collection.

A commemorative speech was delivered by Dr. Anstey Giles, on behalf of the Medical Students' Society, and the address on education and medical instruction was delivered by the Lord Provost.

AMUSEMENTS.

ELDER CONSERVATORIUM.
The Elder Conservatorium Hall was crowded on Monday evening when an organ recital was given by Professor J. W. Neale, M.A., &c. The recital was performed by the Governor, Lady Tennent, and suite, and was received with enthusiasm and applause.

The building was illuminated with electric lights and the audience was greatly pleased with the performance of the organist.

UNIVERSITY EXTENSION LECTURES.

MRS. HODGKISS.
The second of the series of University Extension lectures, on Thursday evening, in the chemical department, was given by Professor Hodgkiss, M.A., &c. The lecture was on the subject of the chemical properties of water, and was delivered with great clearness and force.

The audience was greatly interested by the lecture, and the speaker was much complimented on his delivery.

The third lecture in the series will be given on Friday evening in the same department by Professor Hodgkiss, and will be on the subject of the chemical properties of air.

A play was produced at the Elder Conservatorium on Saturday evening, under the direction of Miss Hume, &c. The play was well received by the audience, who were much pleased with the acting and the music.

No other news of record is available.